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Gas production in US has grown by

4% per year since 2008, driven by

increased gas production from shale.

Conventional gas production has

dropped by 2-11% per year over the

period 2008-2015, where shale gas

production has increased by 32% per

year.

Hence, conventional gas resources

have not been able to compete with

shale gas resources in the US.

The Backdrop: The US shale gas revolution has reduced the favorable position for Trinidad

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis

US gas production by supply source
Bcm
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The upper chart shows the base

case LNG supply, and the

corresponding LNG demand. The

high and low cases for LNG supply

are included for reference. The lower

chart shows the net oversupply by

year in the base case.

The majority of the excess LNG

supply enters the market in 2018,

with a jump in oversupply of 1 Tcf.

Oversupply peaks in 2020, with 3 Tcf

of LNG. In the subsequent years

LNG demand increases, while supply

decreases. New LNG capacity is

needed for 2024 and 2025 to balance

the market.

LNG market oversupplied between 2017-2023, followed by need for additional LNG volumes

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis, UCube

LNG supply and demand
Tcf per year
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Current LNG capacities including sanctioned projects
Bcm natural gas capacity
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North America ammonia capacity*
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• LNG capacity growth in US represents a new LNG supply 

competitor to Trinidad and Tobago, from being an important 

LNG customer

• ~60% of LNG exports from Trinidad and Tobago in 2015 

went to the South American continent. US LNG already 

delivered first LNG cargos to Brazil in 2016, with comparable 

shipping costs to Trinidad and Tobago

• US imports of ammonia and urea are expected to drop by 30-

50% within 2020 from 2015 level, due to strong growth in 

domestic production capacity*

• Trinidad and Tobago has historically been the largest 

exporter of ammonia to the US. With exports of ~3-4 million 

tonnes ammonia per year, US has taken 70-80% of total 

ammonia production

• Also US Methanol capacity is expanding, with several new 

plants being built and put into operation, which leads to 

decreased methanol import

Significant growth also in US ammonia capacity. Is the global balance of Methanol and 

Ammonia well enough understood ?

*Fertecon 2016

Source: Rystad Energy research and analysis
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Gas production in Trinidad and

Tobago has dropped from 4.2 Bcf/d

in 2013, to 3.3 Bcf/d in 2016.

Going forward gas production in

Trinidad and Tobago is expected to

continue to fall, although at a

somewhat slower pace the next

couple of years. Over the period

2016-2019 production decline is

limited to 3% per year as new

volumes are expected to come on

stream.

Included in fields currently

sanctioned, but not producing is

EOG’s Sercan project, expected on

stream 2017, BP’s Juniper

development (expected towards the

end of 2017) and the Trinidad

Onshore Compression project

(TROC), expected operational early

2017.

Underlying decline of already

producing fields (brown) is 14% over

the period 2016-2030, and there is

not sufficient resources currently

being developed to offset this drop.

Trinidad and Tobago gas production has declined by ~20% since 2013, and is likely to 

continue to decline - only partially and temporarily offset by new fields being sanctioned

Source: Rystad Energy UCube, Rystad Energy research and analysis

Gas production potential from sanctioned gas fields
Billion cf/d
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The chart outlines the discovered oil

and gas resources each year since

1990, together with the annual gas

production. Note that production from

crude, condensate and NGL are

excluded.

Trinidad had a high level of

exploration success from 1996 to

2008, with 1.5 trillion cubic feet of

gas discovered on average each

year. During the same period,

average gas production was 0.8 Tcf

per year, which gives a replacement

ratio of 200%. This means that the oil

and gas industry each year

discovered twice the amount of

resources that was produced.

Since 2009, exploration success has

been limited, which has resulted in a

very low replacement rate.

Following the new deepwater license

round in 2013, 2016 is set to be the

most successful year since 2008,

driven by BHP’s LeClerc discovery.

This is the first ultra-deepwater

discovery in the Caribbean. The

resource estimate is still subject to

analysis, but it is communicated to be

a large potential gas resource.

Very low replacement rate in the last 8 years from exploration

*LeClerc resource estimate not confirmed, subject to revision.

Source: Rystad Energy UCube

Discovered oil and gas resources in Trinidad and Tobago
Tcf
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The green line outlines the

breakeven prices in a no-royalty

regime, while the brown line shows

the breakeven prices, given 15%

royalty on gas*.

If cost where to be reduced, expected

breakeven levels would decrease

accordingly. A reduction in cost by

20% in addition to removal of royalty

could release an additional 1-2 Tcf of

gas.

The Industry should evaluate

opportunities to lower development

costs motivated by royalty being

removed by the government.

Still out of the 5.3 Tcf not yet

sanctioned 25% would continue to be

uncommercial even with abolishment

of Royalty and cost reduction in the

order of 20%

Non sanctioned gas discoveries will

not solve the gas shortage situation

but could contribute to delay further

production decline until gas can be

imported from Venezuela or

developed from new discoveries.

A 20% cost reduction could unlock

additional ~1.5 Tcf of gas.

Significant resources in new discoveries are currently not commercial - Reduced costs and 

lower royalty could unlock development of more than 4 Tcf

*Breakeven prices based on PPT: 50% (35% in deepwater blocks), UL: 5%, 2.5% inflation, 10% discount rate, average capex allowances of 60% annually, no ring fencing, royalty on oil, condensate and NGL in the 

range 15-30%, depending on oil price. Cross-border fields (~7.1 Tcf).and associated gas resources in oil fields~(~140 Tcf) are excluded. Source: Rystad Energy UCube, Rystad Energy research and analysis

Upstream breakeven for non-sanctioned discoveries
USD/MMbtu
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Deep water 

exploration

Four opportunities exist for additional gas supply to Trinidad and Tobago, no time to lose
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Develop 

marginal 

discoveries

1.

Import of gas 

from fields in 
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ILX -

Infrastructure 

led 

exploration

2.

3.

Resource potential 

& lead time Status and key thresholds

~ 5 Tcf

2-5 years

 Marginal discoveries are mainly older discoveries not sanctioned,

with an average resources potential of 0.3 Tcf. There are ongoing

plans to develop some of these discoveries, but most of them are

challenged by high break even cost. Reduced royalty and cost

may support development. Even though the volumes are limited,

they could be a valuable bridge to potential volumes from

Venezuela and deepwater exploration with longer lead time.

9- 14 Tcf

2-5+ years

 Gas volumes from border fields and fields in Venezuela represent

a medium term option able to provide significant new gas

volumes, representing up to 10 years of extended peak

production if volumes are directed towards Trinidad and Tobago

 Government and industry are already pursuing this opportunity

actively, with recent agreement signed regarding volumes in

Dragon field. Existing LNG export infrastructure and domestic

industry implies that Trinidad and Tobago should be a

competitive destination for these gas volumes

2-5 Tcf

15-20 Tcf +

 With existing infrastructure in place, exploration activity in the

shallow areas in Trinidad is still very attractive. 14 new

exploration wells are planned over the next 2 years. This is a

good indication that additional gas volumes can be expected also

from these areas. It is expected that such volumes can be

connected fast.

 Nine deepwater blocks were awarded to BHP, BP, Repsol and

BG in the offshore competitive bid round in 2013. Initial

exploration focus on oil, but recent large potential gas discovery

made by BHP in 2016 confirm significant gas volumes in place. In

addition exploration in adjacent blocks offshore Guyana and

Barbados might also represent volumes that could be

commercialized through the gas value chain in Trinidad

Awarded

deepwater

licenses

south east of

Trinidad

Cross border

fields and

Venezuela

Dragon field

Cost of

supply non-

sanctioned

discoveries

4.



Is the government prepared to adjust the Fiscal framework in time to save the gas industry?

Improve commerciality of projects. Neutral taxes would lower breakeven, upstream risk and encourage investments. A more tax
neutral system could encourage oil exploration and increase associated gas production from oil fields. Remove royalty also for Oil
prospects

Will NGC be prepared to grant access at reasonable costs to connect new upstream gas to the pipeline infrastructure?

Ensure cost efficient access to existing upstream and downstream gas infrastructure. Facilitate access to third party gas infrastructure
to enable smaller discoveries to be developed. Midstream service to be provided at cost to realize all profitable upstream projects.

Is NGC in a position to provide transparent gas price between the downstream and the upstream companies in order to
optimize the upstream gas price?

Being in an undersupplied gas environment, it is vital for Trinidad to provide predictability. The ability to adapt to changing supply
varies between the downstream consumers, and a pro-rata cut in supplies would not be optimal. The system to allocate gas in
constrained situations should be market based, to ensure that value creation is maximized. This would mean more transparency, and
an open price formation. Transparency would enable investments both from the producers and the consumers, as risk is reduced.

Are the upstream companies doing their utmost to reduce cost and ensure more efficient operations?

The upstream operators should identify all possibilities for cost reduction and more efficient operations. Included in this should be the
time and predictability of getting all necessary permits in order to develop a gas field.

Can the government establish long term strategies with neighboring countries in order extend the life of the gas industry?

New Upstream projects are being developed and there are exploration opportunities in both Guyana and Barbados. This could play a
role in the long run for Trinidad’s gas industry.

Collaboration, transparency and sense of urgency
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Key questions on how to stimulate new supply and retain the gas industry in Trinidad?
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